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The DuraClip is a “lock and release” device designed to secure the drop hooks from a
wheelchair (drop-base) cushion onto the wheelchair seat frame/tube. By engaging the
plunger lock mechanism, the sliding bolt holds the drop hook (seat) in place; By
retracting the plunger lock, the seat can be easily removed for wheelchair transportation.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
Standard Application (using two DuraClips):
1. Position the wheelchair seat in the desired position
on the seat frame tubes and snap the seat (drop
hooks) into place.

snap DuraClip
onto seat tube

2. Working at the front of the wheelchair, install1 a
DuraClip onto each seat tube (left & right) as illustrated in
image A.
1
note: the DuraClips must be installed in front of the
drop hooks such that the sliding bolt extends rearward
over top of the drop hooks- see image C.
3. If the wheelchair uses 7/8” (22mm) diameter seat
tubes, install adapter sleeves as indicated in image B.
4. Slide each DuraClip along the seat tube until it rests
up against the drop hook. Install the mounting hardware
provided, and secure2 the DuraClip in position on
the seat frame/tube-see image C.
2
note: tighten hardware until clip is snug on the seat
tube- do not over-tighten!
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5. With both DuraClips installed, press down on the
plunger lock mechanism and extend the sliding bolt over top
of the drop hooks to secure the seat on the wheelchair
frame. (Ensure the plunger mechanism is locked into position).
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6. To unlock/release the seat from the wheelchair, depress
the plunger mechanism and retract the sliding bolt on
each DuraClip. Remove seat (drop base) cushion.
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